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The French national vision has remained, indeed, deeply
coloured in politics by the legacy of eighteenth-century thought,
whether classical or romantic, rationalist or emotional. After
the great age of French literature in the seventeenth century,
France had a national heritage of culture which remained
great beyond challenge. That culture linked classical traditions
and national literature with political institutions such as the
monarchy of Louis XIV, and with political theories such as the
rationalism of Descartes or Voltaire, or the classicism of Racine
or Montesquieu. Culture, nationalism and political thought
became interconnected and associated ideas. As one writer has
remarked, 'the eighteenth-century ideal of civilization, based
on rational and human values, has remained a dominant char-
acteristic of the French mentality*. Some consequences of the
close connexion between literary men and politics in the nine-
teenth century have been already indicated. In the twentieth
century, too, the classical scholarship of M. Herriot and the
French literary learning of Leon Blum, the literary leadership
of Royalist forces by Barres, Maurras and Leon Daudet, have
continued this connexion. Journalism and literary polemics
are the life-blood of French politics, and the influence of nor-
maliens in the Repttblique des Professeurs tends in the same direc-
tion. M. Andre Philip and M. Georges Bidault, prominent in
post-Vichy France, were both academic scholars at French
universities before the crisis of 1940 brought them into active
politics as champions of democratic liberties and national
recovery.1
In 1936 Jean Guehenno could write, 'In a world where pro-
perty and interests know no frontiers, nations can henceforth
represent only those ideas which our will and our courage have
kept alive, a way of thinking, a way of living, which men who
speak the same language, who live under the same sky and have
lived through the same history, have discovered through the
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